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Abstract--LMM (linear multistep methods) are popular for the solution of the initial value problem for 
a system of ordinary differential equations. In the classical theory it is assumed that the solution is as 
smooth as necessary. LMM are constructed to be of about as high order as possible, subject o stability, 
so it is not obvious that they will provide reasonable results when the the solution is not as smooth as 
anticipated. It is shown that they do, the order is just reduced. The discretization error constants are 
investigated using Peano kernels. In practice, solutions eem to be piecewise smooth. It is shown then that 
the order of convergence is two higher than might be expected. Piecewise smooth solutions commonly 
arise when data is fitted with piecewise polynomial functions. An example of the propagation of sound 
in the ocean illustrates this and confirms the theory presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the numerical solution of the initial value problem for an ordinary 
differential equation 
y" •f(x, y) a <<. x <<. b, y(a) given, 
by a linear multistep method (LMM). In the classical theory, as described in Henrici [1], a constant 
step size h is used so that approximations yj are computed to y(xj) for xj ffi a +jh,j = 0, 1 . . . .  When 
the solution y(x) has p + 1 continuous derivatives on [a, b], a stable method of order p produces 
approximations yj such that 
ly j -  y(xj)[-- O(m) 
uniformly for a ~< xj ~< b. 
It is by no means unusual that a method of order p is applied to a problem for which the solution 
does not have p + l continuous derivatives. This happens often whenfinvolves physical data that 
has been fitted. The piecewise polynomial fits that are so popular are smooth to the eye, but a 
relatively low order derivative of such a fit has jumps, and these jumps induce jumps in a relatively 
low order derivative of y(x). 
In view of the fact that LMM are constructed to provide about as high an order as possible 
subject o the requirement of stability, it is not clear that they will behave in an acceptable way 
if the solution is not as smooth as anticipated. In this paper we consider what happens when a 
LMM that is of order p for a smooth problem is applied to a problem with a y(x) that has only 
q continuous derivatives. A modification of Henrici's convergence proof of [1, p. 246 ft.] shows that 
the process does converge, but the order of convergence is reduced to min(q - 1, p). One might 
then suspect that the constants involved are greatly increased by the reduced smoothness. Using 
a Peano representation f the discretization error, we investigate his matter for Adams-Bashforth, 
Adams-Moulton, and backward ifferentiation formulas. We conclude that for a given q, the error 
is much the same for all p that are not a great deal bigger than q. This is in agreement with our 
computational experience. 
In our numerical experiments we found that the order of convergence was two higher than we 
had expected on the basis of the result just described. On investigation we found that this is because 
the assumptions are not realistic: in the theory it is not required that y(x) even have a derivative 
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of order q + 1, whereas in our examples y(x )  was piecewise smooth. With more realistic 
assumptions we are able to prove convergence of order min(q + 1, p). 
In a last section we present a numerical example involving the propagation of sound in a stratified 
ocean. Data for the speed of sound at various depths is fit with a cubic spline. This function is 
a coefficient in a differential equation for a ray along which sound propagates. It induces jumps 
in rather low order derivatives of the piecewise smooth solution components. We present results 
for Adams-Bashforth formulas of a wide range of orders that illustrate our theory. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
The problem we consider and the notation we use is virtually identical to that of Henrici 
[1, Chapter 5]. Only those matters actually needed here will be repeated. The solution of a scalar 
initial value problem 
y '  =f (x ,  y),  y (a)  = q (1) 
is considered on an interval [a, b]. The results are extended to systems as Henrici did in [2]. A 
constant step size h is used and approximations y. to y(x . )  are computed for mesh points 
x. = a + nh, n = O, 1 . . . .  
It is assumed that there are procedures for obtaining accurate starting values Y0, Y~ . . . . .  Yk- t. 
Having computed approximate solutions through y. + k- l, the next value is obtained from the linear 
multistep method (LMM) 
~t~Y.+k + ' "  " + %y.  = h{flkf.+k + ' ' "  + fl0f.}, (2) 
where, in the customary notation, f .  =f (x . ,  y.), etc. In addition to the usual non-degeneracy 
assumptions, Ctk # 0, 1%[ + [ fl01 > 0, we suppose that the coefficients are normalized so that 
k 
Y fl,= I. 
0 
It is assumed that f satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant L, 
[ f (x ,  u) - f (x ,  v)  [ <~ L [ u - v I 
for a ~< x ~< b and all u, v. If  the LMM is implicit, flk # O, we assume that the step size h satisfies 
hflkL < 1, 
Ot k 
which assures us that y.+k is well-defined. 
The discretization error is defined by the difference operator 
L[y(x) ;  h] = %y(x  +kh)  +.  • • + %y(x) - -h{ f lky ' (x  +kh)+""  + f loy'(x)}. (3) 
For later use we briefly describe how this concept is used to establish convergence. In (3) take x = x. 
and subtract he resulting equation from that of (2). The error e. = y . -y (x . )  then satisfies 
• ke.+k + ' ' "  + %e. -- h{flk[f(X.+k, Y.+k) -- f(x.+k, y(X.+k))] + ' ' "  
+ flo[f(x., y.  ) - - f (x . ,  y (X.))]} = -- L [y (x.); hi, 
where we use the fact that y ' (x)  satisfies (1). The quantity g.+j is defined by 
~[f(x.+j, y.+j) - f (x .+ j ,  y(x.+j))]/e.+j if e.+j # 0, 
g"+J= ~0 otherwise 
The Lipschitz condition provides the bound 
Ig.+j[ ~< L. 
We see, then, that the error e. satisfies an inhomogeneous difference quation 
k 
[(~j- h~jg. + y)e. + y] = - L [y(x.); h ]. (4) 
j -O 
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For a sufficiently smooth solution y(x), a Taylor series expansion leads to 
L[y(x,,); h] = ce+ th e+ ty(p+ t)(x,, ) + O(he+2) 
where cp+, ~ 0 is the error constant of the method. If we suppose that for all x e [a, b], 
I L[y(x); h][~ Dh "+', 
then Henrici's Theorem 5.11 states that for all xn e [a, b], any stable LMM leads to 
lYn - y(x,)l ~< F*[A6k + (x, - a)Dh e] exp((x~ - a)LF*B). 
Here 
F _/"* = 
1-  hflkL ' 
O~ k
and the constants F, A, B depend only on the formula. Also 
(5) 
(6) 
~= max lyy-y(x:)[.  
O~j<~k-  1 
This says that for a stable method, starting errors can persist. Also, errors of size O(h e+ t) are 
introduced at each step. In O (h -l) steps the total error is O (h e) so that, roughly speaking, the worst 
that happens is that the errors add up. 
On the basis of (6), a method satisfying (5) for smooth y is said to be of order p. The terminology 
is awkward for us. In this paper we investigate what happens when y(x) is not sufficiently smooth 
for (6) to hold. It turns out that generally the order of convergence is reduced. We shall say that 
the LMM (1) is of "formal" order p to distinguish its "usual" order from that seen in other 
circumstances. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
In the authors' experience, the solutions of initial value problems arising in practice are typically 
piecewise smooth, but it is by no means unusual that they are not globally smooth. This is 
exemplified by problems with coefficients that arise from the approximation of physical data. 
Piecewise polynomial approximation is extremely popular for this purpose. Although the fits to 
the data look smooth to the eye, at joints jumps occurs in derivatives that are of rather low order 
by the standards of popular codes based on LMM. In the last section of this paper we present an 
example for which data was fit with a cubic spline. This fit has jumps in its third derivative which 
implies corresponding jumps in derivatives of the solution components. Because popular codes 
implement formal orders p up to 13, it is not unusual to apply a code to a problem with a solution 
that does not have p + 1 continuous derivatives. What happens? Will the method converge at all? 
If it converges, what is the order of convergence? In this section we answer these questions by a 
modification of the analysis of Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of Henrici [1]. Using Peano kernels we go on 
to investigate how serious the effect of reduced smoothness is.
Let us suppose that we are using a method of formal order p and that the solution y(x) has q 
continuous derivatives on [a, b]. If q I> p + 1, the usual theory outlined in the previous ection says 
that there is convergence, and that if the starting error 6 = O(M), then the error is O(hP). Let us, 
then, restrict our attention to q < p + 1. On p. 247ff. of [1], Henrici derives a representation f the 
discretization error assuming that y ~ Ce+t[a,b]. A Taylor expansion represents y(x) as a 
polynomial of degree p plus an integral remainder term. The derivative y'(x) is similarly 
represented. The linear difference operator L[y(x); h] annihilates polynomials of degree less than 
or equal to p so that the discretization error can be written as an integral. It is not necessary to 
carry the expansion to terms of degree p. If y ¢ C¢[a, b], and q ~<p, the argument leads to 
fo L[y(x); hi = h ¢ G~(s)yCq)(x + hs) ds, (7) 
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where 
and the notation 
1 k 1 k 
~J(J -- s)q-' ~0 flj(j -- s)q-2 (8) aq(s) = (q _ 1)! j=~0 (q - 2)!j 
( j_s) ,+={~j- -s)"  fo r j - - s  >_-0 
fo r j - s  <0. 
This modification of Henrici's argument leading to the Peano representation (7) and Peano kernel 
(8) is easily seen to hold. Indeed, Hairer et aL give this result as Theorem 2.8 in [3]. They, however, 
do not go on to exploit the result as we shall. 
If we define 
and 
we have 
Yq= max ly¢q)(x)l 
a~x~b 
Gq = I Gq(s)l ds, (9) 
IL(y(x); h]l <~ Gq Yqh q (10) 
as a generalization of Henrici's result for q = p + 1. The convergence r sult cited in the previous 
section then leads to 
l Y, -y (x , )  I ~< F*tA6k + (x, - a)Gq Yqh q- '] exp((x, - a)LF*B). (11) 
This says that the reduced ifferentiability of y(x) has only the effect of replacing Gp+mYp+ ~h p in 
the bound for smooth y(x) by GqYqh q- ~, hence reducing the order from p to q - 1. Here, as 
elsewhere, we assume that the starting procedures are sufficiently accurate that they do not reduce 
the order of convergence. In this specific case we require that di be O(hq-~). 
This result is about the best one might have hoped for--it is a pleasant surprise that "usually" 
convergence is even faster, as we shall see later--but a cautious person will ask how the bound 
Gq compares to Gp +~. The Peano kernel (8) is a piecewise polynomial function, so in principle we 
can compute Gq exactly. To do this we first break [0, k) into the segments [0, 1), 
[1, 2) . . . . .  [k - 1, k) on which Gq(s) is a polynomial. On each segment we compute the real roots 
of Gq(s). These roots tell us where Gq(s) changes ign so that we further partition the segment into 
pieces on which I G~(s) I is a polynomial. Finally we perform the integration of(9). Fortunately there 
is a less tedious way to proceed. 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (7), we are led again to a bound (10) where now 
we define 
This is just as satisfactory for theoretical purposes, but the new Gq is relatively easy to compute. 
Now the integrand G~(s) is a polynomial on each of[0, 1), [1, 2) . . . . .  [k - 1, k). The integral over 
each subinterval is conveniently computed "exactly" by a Gaussian quadrature of sufficiently high 
order. 
We have computed the Gq of (12) for Adams - Bashforth, Adams - Moulton, and backward 
differentiation formulas (BDF) for a range of formal orders p and degrees of smoothness 
q =p + 1, p, p - 1 . . . . .  They are displayed in Tables 1 - 3. The error bound (11) with q =p + 1 
holds for all sufficiently smooth solutions y(x). The tabulated results how that for some popular 
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Table I. The quantity O¢ of (12) for Adamt-Bashforth formulas of formal order p and smoothness 
q = p + I, p, . .  Results rounded to one significant digit 
Smoothness q 1 
Order 
p p+l  p p- - I  
I 0.6 
2 0.4 0.8 
3 0.3 0.4 1.0 
4 0.2 0.3 0.6 2.0 
5 0.2 0.2 0.5 1.0 3.0 
6 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.7 2.0 6.0 
7 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0 3.0 10.0 
8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.9 2.0 6.0 
9 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 2.0 4.0 
10 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 .3  0.5 1.0 3.0 
II 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.9 2.0 
20.0 
10.0 40.0 
7.0 20.0 70.0 
5.0 10.0 40.0 100.0 
LMMs, the coefficient Gq increases rather slowly as q is decreased from p + 1. Of course, we are 
only working with bounds, and (11) is a crude bound at that, but we interpret these results to mean 
that for a given q, the error made will not differ substantially over a range of formal orders p close 
to q - 1. Our experience with a limited set of computations upports this interpretation. 
4. MORE REALISTIC ASSUMPTIONS 
The results of the last section are comforting because they show that an unexpected loss of 
smoothness leads to no more than a reduction of the rate of convergence. The reduction given is 
probably realistic, but the assumptions are not. As we stated earlier, we believe it more realistic 
to assume that f, and y(x), are piecewise smooth. As we prove in this section, the reduction is then 
not so severe. 
Let us begin by considering a decrease in the smoothness. Suppose that y(x) has qt continuous 
derivatives on the subinterval [a, ~] and q2 < qt continuous derivatives on [~, b]. The result (11) 
says that for x, ~< ~, the error is of order rt ffi min(p, q~ - 1). Let us write 
]y,-y(x,)l <~C~h'~ for a ~<x,~<~. (13) 
Suppose that m is the first index for which Xm+k > ~. The trick is to regard the values ym, 
ym+t . . . . .  Y,+k-t as starting values for an integration from x ,  to b. The bound (13) tells us that 
6 = max lY,n+j-Y(Xm+j)] ~Cth" .  
O~J~k-  I 
The bound (11) applied to xm <~ x, <~ b says that 
l yn -  y(x,)l <~ C2h'2, 
where r2 = min(rl, q2 - 1) = rain(p, q2 - 1). This result is entirely plausible. It says that when the 
smoothness drops, in general the rate of convergence also drops. In particular, if y(x) is smooth 
Table 2. The quantity O¢ of (12) for Adam~Moulton formulas of formal order p 
and smoothness q=p+ I, p . . . .  Results rounded to one significant digit. 
9(-2) - 9 x 10 -2 
Smoothness q*- 
Order 
p p+l  p p - I  p -2  p -3  p -4  
1 6( - t )  
2 9(-2) 3(-1) 
3 4( -2 )  8 ( -2 )  3 ( -  1) 
4 2( -2)  3( -2)  9 ( -2 )  4 ( -1 )  
5 1(-2) 2(-2) 4(-2) i ( - i )  
6 i(-2) 1(-2) 2(-2) 5(-2) 
7 7(-  3) 7(- 3) i ( -  2) 3(-  2) 
8 6( - 3) 5( - 3) 8( - 3) 2( - 2) 
9 5(-3) 4(-3) 6(-3) 1(-2) 
i0 4(-3) 3(-3) 4(-3) 8(-3) 
I1 3(-3) 3(-3) 3(-3) 5(-3) 
4(-I) 
1(-i) 5(-i) 
7(-2) 2(-  I) 
4(-2) 1(-i) 
2(-2) 6(-2) 
3(-2) 4(-2) 
1(-2) 2(-2) 
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Table 3. The quantity Gq of (12) for backward differentiation 
formulas (BDF) of formal order p and smoothness q = p + 1, p . . . .  
Results rounded to one significant digit 
Smoothness q = 
Order 
p p+l  p p - I  . . .  
1 0.6 
2 0.3 0.6 
3 0.2 0.3 0.7 
4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.9 
5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 
6 0.09 0.09 0.1 0.3 0.7 2.0 
up to £, we observe convergence of order p and once past £, we observe a reduced rate of 
convergence. 
It is obvious how to obtain results for a finite number of changes of smoothness, but a formal 
statement becomes complicated. So as to avoid obscuring what is happening, in our analysis of 
reduced ifferentiability ata point £, let us suppose that y(x )  is smooth on the interval [a, b] except 
for jumps at £ in derivatives of order higher than q. Convergence up to £ is then of order p. We 
are only interested in q < p + 1. Suppose now that xm is the first mesh point past £. In the step 
to xm, the discretization error worsens from O(h p+l ) to O(h q) because in the span of the formula, 
y(x )  is only C q. The same is true for the steps to xm+l . . . . .  Xm+k 1, but from Xm+k on, the 
discretization error is again O(hP+l). Let us think of beginning another integration with Xm, 
xm + 1 . . . . .  Xm + k- I as the starting values. How accurate are they? Until the bad spot £ is reached, 
the error are O(hP), i.e. 
]y , -  y(x , ) l  ~ Cl hp fo rx ,~xm_t .  
A little manipulation of (4) leads to 
[ 1 1 -- L[y(x, ,) ;  h] - ~, (~tj- hfljg,,_k+j)e,,_k+j • y,, -- y(xm) = (~k -- hflkgm) j=O 
The discretization error here is O(h q) and the errors ofyj  fo r j  < m are O(hP), so the error Ofym 
is O(hq). The argument is repeated to show that all the starting errors y . . . . . .  Y,n+k-i are O(hq). 
Applying the bound (11), we find that 
[yn -y (x , ) [<~C2h ¢ for .~ < x, ~< b. 
Notice that this rate of convergence is one order higher than that derived in the previous ection. 
Generally we introduce an error O (h p +~) at each step, and after O(h- I )  steps we have a bound 
that is O (h p). If we introduce an error O (h q) over a f ixed number of steps, we do not lose the order 
of accuracy. That is why the start plays a special role in the usual bounds on the error. Of course, 
we might have formulated a generalization of Henrici's bound, but it is simpler, and we think 
clearer, to treat an isolated lack of smoothness like a restart of the integration. 
This improvement in the bound on the growth of the error is not all there is to the story. When 
we have isolated bad spots, the discretization error is also of higher order. It is not hard to see 
this. The analysis leading to the Peano kernel depends on approximating y(x )  over the memory 
of the formula by a Taylor polynomial of degree q/> p. The expansion is done about x, to get the 
Peano kernel. Suppose that ff lies in the span of the formula, x, ~< ff ~< x,+k. I fy (x )  e Cq[a, b] and 
y(q+ II(x) is continuous except for a jump at ~, then expanding about :~ leads to l; 
y(x )  = Tq(x) + ~ (x - t) q y~q + I)(t) dt, 
where Tq(x) is the Taylor polynomial of degree q ~<p. Correspondingly, 
1 I x (x -- t) q- ly(q+ l)(t ) dt. y ' (x )  = T'q(x) + (q _ 1)----'~. 
J~ 
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The linear operator L annihilates all polynomials of degree at most p >/q so 
k 1 +jh 
Then 
(x. + jh -- t)qy ~q* ')(t) dt 
k h ~x~ +lh 
-- ~ flj - jg  (x .  + jh  - t)  q-  'y~q + I)(t) dt. 
1-0 (q l).t _ 
/kq+l k k q k \ 
IL[y(xD; h]l <~hq+lyq+l[7 E I~jl-~ ) y-0 (q = 1).tj-0 
The point here is that the discretization error is of one higher order when the loss of smoothness 
is at a point rather than throughout an interval. Combining this observation with the improved 
bound on the propagation of the local errors tells us that convergence is of order min(q + 1, p). 
This is considerably better than the result min(q - 1, p) that we obtained in the preceding section 
directly from the classic work of Henrici. We believe that this stronger esult describes what 
happens with the "typical" problem. Numerical experiments suggest hat this order is correct in 
the sense that it is the highest possible for the class of problems considered. 
5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the theory we have taken a problem from Forsythe t al. [4, p. 173ff.]. It is concerned 
with the propagation of sound in the ocean when the speed of sound varies as the depth z below 
the water surface. Data about the sound speed, e(z), is given at z = 0, 500 . . . .  ,1500, 2000, 2500, 
3000, 3500, 4000 . . . .  Let x denote the horizontal distance. Sound is propagated along a ray z(x) 
obtained from 
d2z c'(z) 
dx 2= A2c3(z) 
with initial values 
z(O) = Zo, z'(O) = tan 00. 
c '(z) 
with 
Here 
A2 = (cos 0o~ 2 
\ C(Zo)/" 
We integrate the problem as a first order system 
A~&(z) 
= F(z ,  u), 
z01 
u(0)] tan 00 " 
As suggested in [4], we construct a cubic spline approximation to e(z) using the given data. The 
smoothness of the spline implies that u is piecewise smooth. Because the highest order derivative 
that is continuous on the whole interval is the second, the conventional theory would suggest that 
we integrate this problem with, say, a first order Adams-Bashforth formula to get convergence of
order one. Our theory says that higher order LMM will integrate the problem successfully. Indeed, 
this problem illustrates the considerations of Section 4 that say that we obtain convergence oforder 
three if we use a formula of sufficiently high formal order. 
We started from z0 = 2000 with 00 ffi 5.4 ° as suggested in [4] and tracked the ray z(x) to a depth 
beyond 3000 feet so that two jumps (at z = 2500 and z = 3000) are included in the interval of 
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Table 5. The maximum global error on 0~<x~<12,000 with 
Adams-Bashforth formula of formal order p and step size h 
p h=500 h =50 h =5 
Table 4. The maximum global error on 0 ~<x ~<4000 with the 3 1.5(-12)h 3 1.5(-12)h 3 1.5(-12)h ~ 
Adams-Bashforth formula of formal order p and step size h 4 8.4(- 13)h 3 1.1(- 12)h ~ 1.4(- 12)h ~ 
5 8.1(- 13)h 3 9.7(- 13)h 3 1.3(- 12)h 3 p h=500 h =50 h=5 6 1.3(- 12)h 3 1.7(- 12)h 3 1.7(- 12)h 3 
3 1.1(-4)h 3 1.4(- 14)h 3 1.2(- 14)h 3 7 1.8(- 12)h ~ 2.3(- 12)h ~ 2~5(- 12)h 3 
4 2.6(- 18)h 4 4.3(- 18)h 4 8 3.4(- 12)h 3 4.2(- 12)h 3 4.5(- 12)h 3 
5 1.3(- 21)h 5 2.6(- 21)h 5 9 7.0(- 12)h 3 6.9(- 12)h 3 7.0(- 12)h 3 
integration. We chose the interval [0, 12,000] since computation showed z ~ 3220 at x = 12,000. 
Adams-Bashforth formulas with fixed formal order and fixed step size were employed. We also 
solved the problem with a standard variable order, variable step size Adams code DO2CBF from 
the NAG library. By demanding a very small error, we forced the code to produce a result with 
approx. 9 significant digits correct. This result is taken to be the "exact" solution of the problem. 
The global error we report is the maximum absolute value of the difference between the computed 
and the reference solutions over all the mesh points in the stated interval. 
On the interval [0, 4000] the solution components are smooth because at x = 4000, the solution 
z has increased only to about 2399. The results of Table 4 show a global error of order p for a 
formula order p as guaranteed by the usual theory. Table 4 stops at p = 5 and no results are 
presented for h = 5 when p = 4 and p = 5 because the computed results are then more accurate 
than the reference solution. 
On the interval [0, 12,000], the third derivative of u has two jumps because at x = 12,000, the 
solution z has increased to about 3220. Our theory says that we can expect convergence of order 
3 for all formal orders p /> 3, and this is what we see in Table 5. Even a severe reduction in the 
formal order is not accompanied by a large error. 
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